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The Inside Scoop on the
New LexisNexis Digital Library
The legal eBooks
resource will debut
a number of new
features this year, in
addition to a fresh,
new look.

B

distribution for libraries and schools since
-

rials, users within an organization needed to circulate shared
tablets that contained preloaded versions of the content.

concern about the practicality involved in
for organizational use.
-

solutions.

-

-
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How much input did law librarians
provide during development?
Sparling:

-

professionals, our law librarian contribpotential usability and support pitfalls, as

-

nity for us to schedule special events

who stopped by our booth. We also
conducted two discussion groups and

enhancements users will see in the
new release?
Sparling:

The LexisNexis Digital Library home page will feature a more customized feel.

now developed our own proprietary

views, and discussion groups. User

professionals.

watched and recorded users as we

court building where wireless access is
poor, or on a plane or the subway and

future.
-

How did you develop the new version
of LexisNexis Digital Library?
Sparling:

continuing for a year now.
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ations where online access is a challenge.
-
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you logged in, your entire organizaout to particular attorneys or practice
facilitate easy selection of the right
New
York Civil Practice Law & Rules
‘the Redbook

and search capabilities.

-

Potash:

in those titles, you want easy access to
-

device of your choice to always be with
What’s next for Digital Library—and
the industry?
Potash:

product that includes a variety of arti-

Are there any other enhancements
planned that can help with legal
research?
Sparling:

-

select and utilize particular titles for prac-

ily color-code and highlight passages
Will any of the features assist with
library administration?

organize, and download any or all of

ing at changing to all responsive design;
in the future, titles would be able to be

Sparling:

are the ability to curate special collecbrowsers on any device.

DIGITAL LIBRARY
BY THE NUMBERS
Launched: 2012
Users: Attorneys, law students, law
librarians, judges, library patrons,
and other legal researchers at federal
and state court libraries, large law

-

describe a use case, a lot of law schools
subscribe to study guides or other titles

with a local rule or open to the page.

call student success titles, and law school
those titles and showcase those collec-

forefront of utilizing all of these voice

-

With the newest release, it is really

agencies, and public law libraries.
Available content: More than
3,800 LexisNexis titles; books from
other legal publishers, such as the
Questions & Answers law school reference series from Carolina Academic
Press; and titles from OverDrive’s
Marketplace database, including
audiobooks, digital titles, and videos
from thousands of publishers.

if we could solve the challenge of the
-

itself, the readability is outstanding. We
able resources. With the new features,

-

Research + Analytics
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